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blue to transmitted light. Once these parameters have been worked ou[ for 
a par.ticular evaporation unit with a fixed geometry of specimen and so.Ul'.te 
it is only necessary to cut off a standard length of e\taporant metal wire f'o; 
each coating, 

10.2.1 ,4. Coating Artifacts 

J'f the coatlng procedure has been carried out properly, arti(acsts lV<e 
rarely seen. Som-e of the possible causes of a rtifacts are discussed bel0w;, 

(a) Heat of Radiation . The intensity of tnermal radiation reachin·g tb~ 
specimen depends on the sour«e temperature ·and the source-to-spe.t:Jm0f1 

distance. 'l:!1:_•· ;.e~h;e~a;_t ,:o~f~r;;,a~d~ia:,,;t~io~n~. ;m~a;y~b~e;d;i;.:m::;;i_r,n:;:is:=b~e:d~b~-y~u~s~in~~a-c;s';:m~a:=;.U~so~u:. r:-;c7e 
a..2_d/ormov1ngtne pe · r er away. · ebest practicals.olutioa i&t© 
use a small source at high temperature and have at least 150 mm between 
the sou.r.ce &l'lcl-ttrrsample. Providea the specimen is adequately sJ:iielded - . 
from the tar~t, and the shutter onl)'. opened at the working tempena:tur~, 
lhtl[ da1na:ge is likely to o~cur. · 

Thern1al artifa-cts appear as smo.oth micromelt.ed areas on incli:ne'd 
fract.u:re faces of biological materials which are bomblrded vei:tioa,Jfy, 
1nl nute. holes, and surface distortions. If,;._specimens are being daniage'd. by 
heat radiation. the da,mag~e,..diministred by placing a cold pla'tei villlh 
an aperture over the s . ecimen .. 

o ntamination . Contamination is due primarly to dirt and veJa. 
tile substances in the vacuum system being deposited on the specimen. and 
it is for this reason that care must be taken to clean tbe system ptC,lf.~Y 
before use. The most effective way to reduce this problem is to surF011µd 
the speci.men with a coi tr"scu face. IIewe-..•er, this is prb_bahJy uoneces~cy 
except for ver - i h- solution studies. Co · · inatio recqg!')iz~m 

s uneven coating and hence char-ifng, as S1nall randomly arranged p -. ~tiu-
lilr n1atter, an 1n . . , s1 uations as ure · dark areas'11n 
llie· specrmen. 
- (c) Decoration Effects. D ecoration or agglomeration of the evap0-
rated material occurs to some extent ·with most metal CO<l tings and 1s a 
result of uneven deposition 0J the evaporated metal. ~-tttiof;l .OC<'JJc's 
if the co sive farces of the film material are greater t11an th.e:.Jpra5-
be een the film tnolecules and ·be substrate. Because of gedmettical . 

,.tr ects rou· b S.UI1aces are a:rticularly dif 1cult tb coat evenlyl and lf' iS 
i evilable that _ th.ose pa.rts which pi;otr-ude-will-r-eeeiv.e-more__c.oa llng,mn 

---. --- + crevices and · s. 
Film Adhesion. Joor film adhesion is associated with hyd:f0ca:-

bon and wa ter contamination · · e s Jastics with the reseaGe 
1:1 1n liquid layer of' exuded plastic e . scontinuous a:ad poo:n f 
-a-dhesi:ve: films are recogruzed oy a "crazed" appearance and have ~ 
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tendency to flake easily. In the microscope there ate variations in the image 
brightness, and charging occurs On isola ted ''islands" of material which are 

110 1 in contact with the rest of the film. 

10.2.2. Low-Vacuum Evaporation 

In lo\v-vacuum ev " "~ carbon is evaporated in an atmos here of 
arg0n a pressure of about l Pa. The car on atoms undergo multiple 
col1is'ions and scatter in all direc.tions. This technique is useful for preparing 
tough carbon films and for coating 1iiglily sculpturea samples pl ior to,
aualysis . b -rays, cathodoluminescence, and b . • • ed electrons. 
J101.vever, its general use u ess for SEM specimens is questionable, particu 
larly as tbe yield of secondaries from carbon is very low. There is little 
doubt that the tnultlple scattering and surface diffusion of the carbon 
alk),vs it to more effectively cover rough specimens, and for this reason 
~'()ttld be a useful method to use jf a sputter coater was no't available. 

10.3. Sputter Coating 

Although sputter coating has been known for a long ti_me it is only 
recently that it has become more widely u.sed fo r p roducing thin fi lms. In 
th.e process of sput tering an errergetic ion or neutral atom strikes the SL1rface 
of a target and imparts momentum to the a toms over a range of a few 
nano1neters. Some of the atoms receive enough energy in the collision to 
break the bonds with their neighb0rs and be dislodged. If the vel0city 
imparted to them is sufficient, they are carried away from the solid 
(Wehner and Anderson, 1970). 

The glow discJ1ar e normall · associated . itb s utter coating is a result 
?f electrons eing ejected from th,e ne · targe . n 
1n ence o a n applied voltage the electron accelerates towards the positive 
anode and may collide with a gas molecule, leaving behind an ion and an 
extra free electron. The glow discharge is located some G.istance from the 
ta,get. The positive ions are then accelerated towards the negatively biased 
target where t~Jey cause. sp1!1Jtering: At high :,:1cceleratiug voltages ~~ny 
electrons are eJected per tmpi~ng 10n, and these electrons have suffa&ent 
energy to damage delicate targets. 
. A nun1ber of fact0rs affect (he deposition rate. The sputtering y•eld 
increases slowly with the energy of the bombard ing gas ion (Figure 10.8). :he c u1Tcnt densit bas a reater effect than the volta e on the number of 
.• ns s r ng the target and thus is the mpJe imr,ortant parameter detern1in.:.. 
1~~b·e deposition r-at~ (Figure 10.9). Variatiltlns in the power i_nput can 
have a dramatic effect on the properties and composition of sputtered 
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Figure 10.8. Relative spuuering M1elE1 
of d ifferent metals at different· bom
barding energies of argon, 

films; for example, with increasing power levels, aluminum films beciu:ne, 
smoother with fewer oxide part1c.Jes. As the pressure of the sputtetrng 
system is increased, the ion density also increases. There is a linear 1n·crease 
in current, and hence sputtering rate, between pressures of 3 and 20 Pa. Bllt 
because there i~ an increased tendency at higher pressures for the eroded 
material to return to the target,¾ co1npromiae...pcesSJJ.[f...Qf,hetw.~10 
Pa is commonly used. 
-- t'mpunties in the oombarding gas can appreciably reduc.e the d_eposi
tl9n ra~;_ Gases such as CO2 and H20 are decomposed fn the .gl0:w 
discharge to form 0 2 , and the presence of thls gas can halve the deposition 
rate. D~_eosition rate decreases With an increase_ in _specimen temperature, 
although this phenomenon may not be peculiar to sputter coating. Filially, 
the deposition rate is hj her the close ' · · · to the s ecimen but this 
a so increases the heat load on the specimen. The ejected particles arr,we,.at 
the substrate surface with high kinetic energy either as atoms or cluste11& :of 
atoms, but not as vapor. There is some evidence that the sputtered at0ms 

Figure 10.9. Variations in fi ln1 lhick
nc.ss in rclati.on to the sputtering. voll
age and current. 
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]lave sufficient energy to penetrate one or two atomic layers into the surface 
on ,vhich they land. 

1'here are several different ways to produce the sputtering process; 
including ion beam sputtering, plasma sputtering, radioftequenc s utter
ing, triode sputtenng, d!?de (DC)" sputte~ing, ·an coo · 10 e sputtering. As 
the technique has evolved for SEM and electron probe specimen coating, 
opj)' __ ion beam, diode, :iJ.nd cool d iode sputteriug a re now wmmQQl_y 
e~-

10.3.1. Ion Beam Sputtering 

The technique of ion beam sputtering is illustrated in Figure 10. !0a. 
An inert gas such as ~rgon is ionized in a cold cathode discharge, and the 
resulting ions from th! ion gun are accelerated to an energy of 1- 30 keV. 
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F'igure 10.10. Sputter coating techniqu-es: (a) ion beam sputtering; (b) cljodc spullering; (c) 
cool diode sputtering. Key to syrnhols: A, speci111en; 8 1 target or cvap(lralive source; C, target 
;Hom,; D, Low-pressure argon discharge·; D' , high vacuurn; E. e lectrode; F, glass vacuum 
:essd; G. anode; H, p<:rmaoent magnet; / , line lo vacuum pumps; J , ion gun, K, inen gas 
•Upply; L, high-voltage power supply; M, in.sulator; 0, direcr current power supply (1-3 keV); 
P, a luml num shield; Q, iron pole piece; R, cooling module; S, lines of magnetic flux, 
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~ t. 'if t('J 
The ion beam may be formed bJ eollimation or focused with a simple lenl'i 
system to strike the target. The energetic ions strike the target atoms aficl 
impart momentum Lo .elastic ~llisions-!.. a!?ms lying near the surface of toe 
tar ' cted with energies in the ramre !T- ftlli eV. 'fliese sputtered~ 
titoms then deposit on t e saniple and al sur ac c 7iave a line t>f sigh.1 
to the target. An advantag~ of this arrangement is that a field-free re~ 
exists between the target and $ubstrate so that ne -ative ions and eleett0ns 

no acce erate · tow· · · su strate. Multiple coatings ca:n be applisiA 
from 1 eren targets, prov,iding care is taken to prevent cross
contamination of lbe targets .during sputtering. If a nonconducting target.Js 
used, the buildu . of positive ch ge can be supp'res·sed"by an etectro~1q&d"' 
gun. on beam sputtering has beeo use y Adac e a . L976) and H0j'ou 
~- (1977) for high-resolution shadowing. By using sputtered films· 0f 
tungsten- tanta)nm, tungsten, and cacb..9n, they w,ere. able to see details 
sm~ ~ban 1.0 nm. 

10.3.2. Diode or Direct Current Sputtering 

This is the simplest, most reliable, and most economical type 0[ 

s,puttering and is the basis of a nurnber of commercially available dedicirted 
instruments as well as sputtering attachments for thermal evaporaitocs. 
Utese instruments, which op.erate between l and 3 keV, are sometimes 
r~rred tb as diode s utterin units as well as~ DC sputtering units. JD<2 
sputter Goating units consist of a small bell jar con a1ntng · e ca ocfe far.get 
and water-cooled specimen holder anode, which sits on top of a contFol 
module containing 'the. vacuum gauge, high-voltage power supplies, ll;lak. 

. . 
va.Jve, and a small timer (Figure 10.lOb). The det'ailed mode of opera,t'i0n 
and application of this type of instrument has been prev,iously des~r.ibed 
(Echlin, 1975-a). One of the potential problems of this tYPe of coater is ,tb:at 
delicate specimens can be- thermally damaged. 

10.3.3. Cool Diode Sputtering 

The hea l problem of diode sputtering has been overcome by redesign
ing the diode coater to incorporate devices to keep the specimen ·c00J1 

throughout the coating procedure (Panayi et al, 1977) as shown in FigurEr 
lO. I Oc. T~e electro~ bombardment of the sp.ec~mens is signifi_cantly re'duoecl : 
by replacmg the disk,..,~b·aped target of the diode coater with an annJ:IJ~.f1v 
target. Thermal dama.ge to the specimen is further reduced by fitting ·a ·, 
permanent magnet at the center of the target and an annular pole p:ieee 
around the target. This arran ement def.I · the electr [18-0lltside th~ 

eri her of the specimen . old.er. As a further precaution, the spec'i:IDetl 
holder is coole . a small Peltier effect cooling mo1vle. Using lli~ 

~~ 
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improved equip1nent 'it has been poss.ible to coat crystalline hydrocarbon 
waxes with melting pt>ints as low as 305 K, and thermolabile sensitive 
plastic films, neither of which bad been previously coated successfu!Jy by 
any of the methods available, 

10.3.4 .. ~puttering Techniques . . . i[~t 
It ts unportan t to ensure that the coater 1s fitted to an adequate supply 

of clean, dry argt)n or, where appropriate, another n_9ble gas. A small trace 
of nitrogen in the argon probably does not n:tatter, but it is important that 
the gas is free of water, carbon dioxide, and oxygen. traces of water vapor, 
\1/hich are recognizable by the blue tint i the lo,v dis· · c n e · ·e...,. 
removed by passing t e gas through a column of desiccant. The final traces 
of \1o1mtle 'filateria:t 111:ay 'be remQved_ from et l-> bombarding it with 
a current of 20 m at 2.5 kV at a ressure of between 2 an pA. 'l'be -
targe can e cons1 ered clean when there is no de,,gra ation o vacuum 
w'rien the lrigb-vol1age di.scl'targe 1s switched on. 

- Specimens are placed on the specimen table and the unit pumped 
down lo about 10-15 Pa (10- 1 Torr) using a two-stage rotary pump fitted 
with an activated alumiha foreline trap to prevent oil backstreaming_ 114 
most im orta11t n-Ol to let the unit pump for a long time at the ultinfate 
pressure Which may be obtaine _ y e rotary pump, eca s 
cause backstreaming, resultin in QOntaminati0n. Because oJ tbis it is 
a · , io~ the argon leak valve sli . t y open, .to ensure a continual 
flow of inert gas through the system giving a press11re of about 6-7 Pa. If 

' -
the- uniri-s fi¼led with a water-cooled or, better still, a-Peltier module cold 
sta.ge, this shou1d be turned on and the specimens cooled to the working 
ten1peralure. 

One of the corhmonest sources of p.oor pumping p.erft)rmance in both 
sputter and evaporative coaters is the continual outgassing of the specin1en 
and the adhesive used to attach it to the support. It is recommended ll,lat 
biolog1cal arid organic material, after it has be_e,n _daed i!llQ attached to the 
specimen support, be placed in a 310. K vacuum oven overnight to ensure 
tha:t-a-il~tile substances are removed bef 0re coatmg. - -

Ortce lhe specimen has been cooled and an adequate pressure has been 
reached., rbe sputter coating may proceed. The s l!ten1 is pumped down to 
about 2 pA and the high voltage luraed to i .Q..kV. The ar on ea ~ va ve 1s 
~'~)e=o~ea.,..until a plasma discharge current of l2- 15r.m=-:A~is~r==-ec:;o;:1;· r.:e;;.-=a;.t~a 
pr~re of 6-7 Pa. Mrel'uner is set anu coahng continued unlil the desired 
ll'i1ckness has been deposited on the specimen. -

ir is- possib1e to use nttrogen as an alcerffative to argon. However, 
extended disc11arge times and/ or h (gher plasma currents are necessary to 
give the same thickness of coating. Sp.utter coating in air should be avoided. 
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because the presence of water vapor, carbo11 dioxide, and oxygen gives rise 
to highly reactive ions which can quickly degrade the specimen. 

10.3.5. Choice of Target 

Platinum or the gold-palladium targets have been found to be satisfac
tory for the routine specimen preparation for the SEM. Targets are avail
able in most of the other noble metals and their alloys as well as elen1ems 
such as nickel, chromium, and copper. There are differences in the sputtei;
ing yield from different elements and these must be borne in mind when: 
calculating tl1e coating thickness. There are difficulties with a carbon targ~t, 
for although i.l is possible to very slowly erode the target wi.th argon, llie 
sputtering rate falls off rather rapidly. Tb~ decrease is due either to the 
presence of f~--~s o · carbon which have .a 1ndh1g energy higner thanufie 
enei:gy of the argon ions, or the poorer con uct1v1ty o the carbon gives _·: _ 
to clfarging and lfaecreasederosion 1ate:-'Plre-claims that car on can 1>e 
spiltreteckl Joi.,, !cimvoltage-"1n a diode sputter coater are proba?ly errofre
ous. The deposits of "carbon" which are achieved are more likely to be 
hydrocarbon contaminants degraded in the plasma than material erc;,detl 
Jrorn the target. There .seems to be little likelihood that a simple technique 
will be devised for sputter coating altLminum. Th,,e oxjde layer which rapidly, 
forms on the surface of aluminun1 is resistant to erosion at low ke~, iUl,.tl 
the , er poor vacuum makes it difficult to deposit the m·etal. For detai1~ 
o other targ . , . · ularly those made by nonconducting materials and 
born.barding g~ses, the reader i~ referred to the book by Maissel and Giang 
( 1970). 

10.3.6. Coating Thickness 

For a given instrumental setting there is a linear relationship between: 
the deposition rate and the power input. In practical terms this means tire 
thickness of the coating layer is dependent on gas pressure, the plasin"8. 
current, voltage, and duration of discharge. I t is difficult to accuratel~ 
deposit thin films, i.e., below l_O nm, and it is necessary to rely on 
evaporative techniques for such films. 1-Iowever, most biological material 
requires about 15--:25 nm of n1etal coating, and once one has established the; 
ideal film thickness for a given specimen it is easy to accurately reproduce 
this thickness on other samples. 

10.3.7. Advantages of Sputter Coating 

One of the main advantages of the technique is that i t provides .a, 

continuous coating layer even on those parts of the specimen which are ner 
in line of sight of the target. Figure 10.11 compares the m-;:tjor co.i.ting 
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Figure 10.11 . Comparison of uncoated, evaporative eoated and spuller coa ted nonconduc
tors. LefL, A l20J; center, cotton wool ; right, polystS•rene latex spheres. Top row, uncoated; 
center row, evaporative coaled \Vith 10 nn1 of gold; bottom row, sputter coate<l wilh IO nm o f 
gold. tvtark.er = I µ1n. 

proces.ses. T he continuous layer is achieved since sputtering is carried out al 

relatively high pressures and the target atoms suffer ma.ny collisions and are 
traveling in all directions as they arrive at thi:tlsJJfifaee of the sp.ecimen. 
Highly sculptured s_tructures or complexly retrc'\ll~e- surfaces a re ade
quately coated. This ability of the target ato.ms to "go round comers" is 
particularly important in coa..ting rronconductive biolo·gica1 materials, po
rous -ceramics, and fibers. Complete coating is achieved without rotating or 
tilting the specimen, and using only a single source of coating material. 
Provided the accelerating voltage is sufficiently high it should be possible to 
sputter coat a nu1nber of nonconducting substances such as the alkaline 
halides and alkaline earth oxides, both of which have a high secondary
eTectron en1ission. Sin1ilarly, it should be possible to spufter substances 
Which dissociate during evap◊tation. Film thickness control is relatively 
simple, and sputtering can be accomplished from la rge-area targets which 
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contain sufficient material for many deposition runs. There a~e no difficul
ties with large agglon1erations of material landing on the -specimen, and the 
specimens may more c0nveniently .be coated from above. The s.urface. bf 
specimens can be easily s:leaqeQ befor~ coping ~r by ion bon;ibard,E1ent -
or reversing the polarity of t ctro.des. The plasma may be manipu-
lated wit . magnetic fields, which gives greater film uniformity and reduces 
specimen heating. 

10.3.8. Artifacts Associated with Sputter Coating 

Sputter coating of SEM samples has attracted some unfav:orabJe 
comments, because in the hands of certain users it has resulted in therma1 
damage to delicate specimens and to surface decoration artifacts. Ther&-is 
little doubt that the earlier diode spµtter coaters could cause dam,ag_e t0 
heat-sensitive specimens, particularly if coating was carried out for a loqg 
time at high plasma currents on uncooled specim~ns. The thermal dama:ge 
problem has been greatly reduced with the advent of the new series of: t00l 
sputter coaters. A careful examination of the examples· of dec0ratiorl 
artifacts which have been reported in the Literature reveals that in most 
cases s&b~ regard has been paid to cleanliness during coating, and that the 
artifacts were due to contamination from backstreaming oil vapors and/@r 
the use of impure or inappropriate bombarding gases. Nevertheless it would 
be improper to suggest that artifacts never occur with spl;ltter coare"d 
n1aterials and some of the more common problems are discussed belo:w; 

10.3.8.1. Thermal Damage 
' 

A significant..rise in the temperature of the specimen can be obtained 
during sputter coating. The sources of heat are radiation from the target 
and electron boardment of the specimen. There is an initial rapid rise in 
te1nperature which then begins to level out and, depending on the nature oi 
tl1e material being coaled, may cause thermal damage. Depending on the 
accelerating voltage and the plasma current, the temperature ri-se can b.e,as 
much as 40 K above ambient. However, as mentioned earlier he·ating 
effects can be entirely avoided by using the modified diode cool coa.fuJ 
where the heat input due to electron bombardment is only 200 mW 0r 
somewhat reduced by operating a conventional diode coater intermittently 
at low power input. 

When thermal damage occ\J_rs it is manifest as melting; pitting, anq, in 
extreme cases, complete destruction of the specimen. While ac·cepting, tha:t 
thermal damage can be a problem in sputter coating, i:n nearly all :cas,_e · 
where this has been reported it is due to the specimen being subjettecl t.@ 
inordinately high power fluxes. 

j 
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10.3.8.2. Surface Etching 

This is. a potential hazard in sputter coating and may be caused either 
bv stray bombarding gas ions or, more likely, by metal particles hit.ting the 

- J 

surface with sufficient force to erode it away. lt is possible to find very 
small-holes in the surface of sputter coated specimens examined at high 
resolution. It is not clear whether these are 'the result- of surface etching or 
simpJy thermal damage. 

10.3.8.3. Film Adhesion 

Film adhesion is much less of a problem with sptttter coated films Lhan 
\Vitb evaporated films and is probably due to the fact that the metal particle 
penetrates the surface of the specimen, forming a. strong bond. However, 
sputter coated samples should not be subject to wide gcur ·--· of tempera
ture or humidity, bbth of which can gtve rise to expansion nd contraction 
with a consequent rupture of the surface film. *1~ 

10.3.8.4. Contamination 

Because of the low vacuum used in most sputter coaters, the problem 
of backstrearning from the rotary pttmps, and the difficulty of placing 
effective cold traps in the backing Lines, contamination can be a potentially 
serious problem, particularly if no foreline traps have been fitted. Many of 
the artifacts which have been described are probably due to contamination, 
and care should be taken in setting up and using the sputter coater. 

10.4. Specialized Coating Methods 

Although a description has been given of the general principles of 
evaporative and sputter coating, there are a number of specialized coating 
methods which should be discussed because they are applicable to both 
scanning electron microscopy and .x-ray micr0analysis. 

10.4.1 . High-Resolution Coating 

As the resolution of scanning electron microscopes increases, greater 
attention must be given to the rl'}solutio·n limits of the coating layer. For 
many instruments which can resolve about 10 nm, the granularity of the 
film is of little consequence, with the p'ossible exception of agglomeration of 
gold particles. A_Duo1her of microscopes are routinely operating in t~ 5 JO 
nn1 range and the ~TEM instruments can give between 2- ~d 5-~ 
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resolution in the secondary mode. Transmission electron microscopists llave 
long been concerned about high-resolution films. as they are necessary fo.r 
specimen support, for shadowing, and for making replicas of frozen and 
ambient temperature fractured material. lt is interesting to note that one 0£ 
the favorite coating materials for scanning electron microscopists-;golfi
bas a ·coarse granularit when e · · ed at high resolution in the TEM. 
Chromium, gold-palladium, platinum, an zrrcoruum . ave muc - finer 
grain size, and carbon, platinum-carbon; tungsten, a-nd tantalum all have 
virtually no grain size when examined in the TEM. The graininess of.tile 
d~osi~ generally decreases with an increase in the melting temperatnrtt 
The stu.dies of Adachi et al. (1976) and Hojou et al. ( 1977) show th~t 
~putter coated films of ta alum a~1d tungsten have very small grain size 
and would be most suitable for high-resolution SEM s s. 

raten ( 1978) found that thermally evapora ed gold- p·a!ladium -am.<;J 
carbon-gold-palladium gave the best iesult as far as speciinen resoluiri® 
and surface smoothness was concerned. T hermally evaporated and s_p'uf'l"er 
coated gold gave a far more grainy appearance, and interweaving ·C'rireks 
could be seen on the surface of the specimen. The ultimate· particle ,size is 
a lso dependent on the nature of the substrate. Echlin and Kaye ( 1979) ,a,nd 
Echlin et al. (19.80) fo und that for high-resolution (2-3 n1n) SEM, elec::tron 
beam evaporation of refractory metals (W", Ta) or carbon-platinum gave 
the best results. The most convenient means of preparing thin fihns i@r, 

medium resolution (5-8 nm) SEM is to sputter coat films of platinum: er 
gold- pallad1um onto specimens maintained below ambient temper~.Jl;lfe. 
Slower sputtering rates also result in smaller particle size, Advanta:ge ~·all 

also be made of the conductivity of discontinuous metal films which tMi 
provide an effective coating layer when only a few nanometers thi<tk. 
Franks (1980) has used another sputtering technique based on a c0lfl 
cath.ode saddle-field sol,lrce to produce an ion beam. The high-energy beam 
was used to bombard a target producing coatings at a pressure of l O m:fla. 
The beam is directed onto the target with the substrate at a ffxed or 
variable angle, and provides very fine grain deposi ts. Although the cQati:ng 
times are rather long ( l0- 15 min) the films which aTe produced ar.e id'eJtl 
fqr hig11-resolution SEM studies. Figure 10.12 compares the result~ e::ib
tainecl with ion beam sputtering with those obtained with cold DC sputtei::
ing and. evaporative coa,ting. W'hereas. the spu tter coated n1aterial ano tl\'.e 
evapbrative coated material show artifacts a t high resoluti0n, only r.andeta 
electron noise is evid~nt in the ion bean1 sputtered material. [n a tec©hl 
study, Clay and Peace ( 1981) have used ion beam sputtering, tp c@.a.: 
biological samples. They showed a significant reduction in surface a:rtif-aets' 
compared to material wb.ich has been diode sputter coated (Figure 10.13).. 
Peters ( 1980a) has used penning sputtering, which generates high-euet:gY 
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Figure 10.12. A comparison of (a) evaRorative coating, (b) diode spuner coating, ahd (c) 
ion-beao1 sputter c:oallng. Each sample bas been coated with ap.proxin1atcly the same an1ount 
(>f goltl. The specimen is copy-paper crys,ta.Js, Whereas the sputter coll,ted and evaporative 
coa ted materials show arilfact$ a L these high n1agnifications, only random electro.n noise is 
Vi!tible l)n tl1e [on-beain sputtered material (F'ranks, [980). Original mic~ographs taken by C. S. 
Clay, Uni lever Rese,arch Laboratories, Shan1brook, U.K. 

target atoms resulting in very small crystallites. T his technique allows very 
thin, i.e., 1- 2-nm-thick films, to be produced with smaU particle. size. Tn an 
earlier study, Peters ( I 979), has showed that provided great c-are is taken lo 
rninimize contan1ination, high-resolution filn1s can also be obtained by 
thermal evaporation of high-melting-point metals. 
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100nm 
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Figure 10.13. The bacteria. Pseudo1r10t1as jl11ofescens. (a) Cool diode sputter coaled ~lb 
gold-pallad.ium; (b) ion-bearn sputter coated with gold. Note the granularity on the diode; 
sputter' coated material, which is absent on Lhc ion-sputtered san1p.le (Clay and Peace, 198 1;). 

10.4.2. Low-Temperature Coating 

· · the The advantages of examining an.d analyzing frozen specimens 111 L. 

scanning electron microscope and the x-ray microprobe have been di~
cussed (Echlin and Sauberman.n, 1977; Echlin, 1978; Saubermann et aj .. 

l 
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1981 ). The main problems associated with low-temperature coating are 
contami.nation and maintaining the specimen below 143 K during the 
coating procedures. The main source of contamination is residual water 
vapor, which can readily interact with the .metal during the coating process. 
Saubermann and Echlin (1975) found that unless great care was taken 
d uring the coating process, evaporate<;! aluminum was deposited as a grey 
granular layer onto tl1in sections of frozen biological material held at below 
123 K. A similar phen0meuon was occasionally observed during gold 
coa ting 9f fractured, bulk frozen material. These effects are entirely elimi
nated if the coating is carried in a coating unit interfaced with Lhe 

microscope via an airlo·ck (Fuchs et al. , 1978; Pawley and Norton, 1978; 
Echlin et al., 1979, 1980). 

Low-temperature coating has only been successfully achieved using 
evaporative techniques, and care has to be taken nol to melt the surface of 
the specimen du.ring the coating procedLLre. Clark et al. (1976), using 
thin-film tbermocoupJes, recorded an insignificant temperatl.lre rise on a 
thin-film substrate coated from a collimated and shuttered evaporative 
source. Alll1ough attempts have been made to sputter coat frozen samples 
(Robards and Crosby, 1979), the results bear no comparison with those 
which can be obtained using evaporative metbQds. 

10.5. Determination of Coating Thickness 

There are a number of techniques which can be used lo determine 
c.:oating thickness, and a recent paper by Flood (1980} reviews the m ethods 
which are available. How·ever, all tl1e methods give an average value on a 
fla t surf ace and i t is necessary to briefly consi.der this type of measurement 
in relation to the coating thickness one might expect on rough surfaces. If 
the coating thickness is too thin it will be ineffective in eliminating the 
charge; if it is too thick it wiO obscure surface detail. A coating layer of a 
certain 1ninimu1n thickness is necessary to form a continuous layer, and this 
thjckness varies for different elements and for the relative roughness of the 
s urface. OE an absolutely flat su · ace a la er of c rbon 0.5 nn1 thick will 
f rm a continuous coat ten ti.mes as thick is require to fo 
CQat on an irregular surface. As a general ru e, 1c er coatings are required 
ror rrregular surfaces lo ensure a continuous fiin1 over all edges, cavities, 
and protrusions. 

It is clear that the film thickness we can measure on a fiat surface 
bears little relation to the thickness we obtain on an irregular surface which 
1~ay have been rotated and tilted during coating. For practical purposes, a 
given s.et of rough specimens should be coated with different thicknesses 
Under standardized conditions, each film layer being measured and re-
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corded from a reference flat surface such as a I.lass slide. 1:he sp_ecimen,s 
should be e«amined in the microscope and the one ,vh1ch g1veil the 
oplimun1 image in terms of resolu tio1J and information content can be 
considered to have the most suitable coating thickness. 

10.5.1. Estimation of Coating Thickness 

In high-vacuutn tl1ermal evaporation; one can assume that aU the' 
vapor molecules leave each part of the evaporant surface witho~t pref~trea 
direction and pass to the substrate surface ,vilhout colliding W1lh re~1d·ual 
gas molecules. By allowing for- the vapor incident an.gJ.e a t th e specunen. 
and assuming that all the incident vapor molecules have the same conde11-
sation coeffrcient, the coating thickness distribution maybe calculated. 'Tne 
formula b elow may be applied to a flat, nonr.otating s1.1rface, oriented at •an 
angle 0 to the source direction and c~n b.e used to calculate the thickness 
from the quantity of material lo be evaporated; 

T= M cosO 
4'ffR 2p 

( 10.1) 

where Tis the thickness in centimeters; M is the mass of the evaporalit. m 
grams; p is the density in g cm - :\ R is the, distance fro1n source ro .speclmea_ 
in ce11timeters; and 0 is the angle between the normal to the specimen a:na 
the evaporation direction. Witb Equation (10.1). the thickn_ess ~~~ be 
calculated to within ± 50% if the geometry of the evaporation rtg ~nd 
substrate is known aud jf the material in queslion evaporat.es slowly .and 
does not alloy with the heater. lt is assumed tha t evaporation i_s fro_m a 
point source and occurs uniformly in all directions. The uncertainty JJi '1' 
arises in part because of uncertainty in the sticking coefficient of tli,e
evaporan l or tbe substrate. The efficiency is material dependent and 1s 

rarely better than 75%. The thickness calculated by Equation (10. l) m~ ·l 
t herefore be reduced by n1ultiplying by the sticking_efficienGy (appr0xar _ --- ---=--=----mately 0.75). 

The thlckness of coating T in nanometers whi~h may be obtained 
using a diode sputter coater is given by 

CVtk 
T= 10 ( 10.2) 

where C is the plasma discl1arge in milliamperes, r, the accelerating yoltagt 
in kilovolts, t the lime in minutes, and k a constant depending on the 
bombarding gas and the target mate~al. The const~nt ~ must be calculatt 
for each sputter coaler, tar.get n1atenal; and bombardmg gas from expe 
mental measurements. 

i 

I 

j 

I 
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10.s.2. Measuremeht during Coating 

A nu mber of diffe.rent n1ethods are available which vary in their 
sensitivity and accuracy. The devices are r,.> laced in the coating chamber 
close to the specimen and measure the thickness during the coaling process. 
It is possible to measure the density of the evaporani vapor stream either by 
n1easuring the ionization which occurs wben vapor molecules collide with 
electrons, or by measuring the force which impinging particles exert on a 
surface. Mass-sensing devices may be used for all evapoFan l materials; 
these operate by deterrnining the weight of a deposit on a microbalanee or 
by detecting th-e change in oscillating freq1,1.ency of a small quartz crystal o.n 
\Vhil:h the evaporant is deposited. The quartz crystal thin-film monitor 
resQflates at a frequency dependent on the mass of material deposited on its 
~urface. T he frequency of a ·"Joaded" crystal is compared to the frequency 
of a clean crystal and the decrease in frequency gives a n1easure of the film 
r,hickness. A typical sensitivity value for a crystal monitor is a I-Hz 
frequency change fbr an equivalent film of 0.1 nm C, 0. 13 nm Al, and 0.9 
nm .Au. The uncertain ty of these devices is of the otder ± 0.1 µ.g cm- 2 . By 
n1u.ltiplying this value of W1certai111.y by the evaporant densi ty, the LLJ1cer
ta inty in t}le film thickness ca'.TI be determined. 

It is a lso pos•sible to mQoitor specific film properties such as light 
ab.'io rption, transmittance, reflection. and h:1te1ierence effects by various 
opLical monitors. F_jlm thickness .of conductive matetiali. can be lll@aSt1Fes. 
by in situ resistance measurements a · matePials 
n1easured by capacitance monr ors✓ A further sophistication of m-0st of 
tfiese in situ techniques is that tl1ey can be use,d to control the coatin.g 
process. 

10.5.3. Measurement after Coating 

The ruost accurate measurements of Jilm thickness are ma.de on the 
fil □1s themselves. These methods are based on optical techniques, gravi1net
ric measurements, a nd x-ray a bsorption a-nd emission. Multiple-beam inter
ferometry is the 1nost precise and depending on the meth6d used can be as 
accurate to within one or two nanometers. The Fizeau metl1od can be used 
tu check film Lhickness and involves placing a reflective coating on top of 
the deposited film step and measuring a series of interfetenee fringes. The 
filrn thickness can a lso be measured by sectioning flat piece!:! of resin 0n 
\Vhich a coating bas been deposited and measuring the thickness of the 
nietal deposit in the transmission electron microscope. The accuracy of this 
lnethod is dependent on being able to seGtion the resin and phbtograph the 
section at right angles tQ the metal deposit. A simple melh()d for acc1.1rately 
determining film th ickness and grain size bas been recently described f?y 
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Roli and Flood ( 1978). They found that linear aggregates of latex spheres 
only accu1nulate coating material along their free surface. Transverse to llre: 
linear aggregate, the sphere diameter will increase in thickness by t.wice tl:te 
film thickness, while parallel to the aggregate the thickness increase will' 
correspond to the film thickness. Using lliis tec-hnique they have measured 
the filin tbjckness derived from different coating procedures t0 within ±2 
nm. Film thickness may be estimated by interference. colors or in the case 
of carbon by the density of the deposit on a white tile. 

10.5.4. Removing Coating Layers 

Having taken all the trouble t Q deposit a coating layer on a sample it is 
sometii:nes nec.essary t0 remove it. Pr0vided care is taken, hard specimen$ 
can be restored to their pristine uncoa ted state. 

ff the sample is a polished section, the coating can be easily removed 
by returning to one of the final polishing operation$ (6 .µm dia1nond 0r 1 
µm Ali0 3). If the sample is rough or a flat sample cannot be- sep0lishe~ 
chemical means must be used t0 remove the coating. 

lf it 'is known that the coating layer is to be removed after examination 
of a rough sample, it is preferabte to use aluminum as the coatin/$ 1nateria) 
because of its ease of re1noval. Sylvester-Bradley (1969) removed alumi n\1,m 
from geological samples by immersing them in a freshly prepared soluti'0n 
nf ililute alkali for a few minutes. Sela and Boyde (1977.) describe a 
technique for removing gold films fron1 mineralized samples by immersing 
the specimen in a cyanide solution. Gold-palladium may be removed u.sin-g 
a 10% FeC13 in ethanol for 1-8 b (Cris.sman and McCann 1979). 

Carbon layers can be removed by reversing the polarity in the sp~tte 
coate? ana al.lowfiig th'e ar otr ions to st1 ike t ecune . · must b-e 
taken o y to remove t11e carb0n layer an n . the underlying 
specimen. C,arbon layers on inorga.1ric samples such as rocks,, powders, ancl 
particulates can be efficiently removed in .an o.xygen-ri.ch radiofreqtre11ey 
plasma. 

I 
I 

Preparation of Biological 
Samples for Scanning Electron 
Microscopy 

11 .1. Introduction 

11 

In this and the next chapter we will consider lbe practical aspects of 
s pcc.."imen pt'epar.ation ror both the scanning electron microscope and the 
X-ray microanalyzer. Although the two types of instrument are very similar 
aod in many respects can be used i.nterchangeably, it is useful,. from the 
biologist's point of view, to consi1:i'er the preparative te~b:niques separately. 
The scanning electron 1uicroscope gives morphological information, 
whereai; the x-ray microanalyzer gives analytical information about the 
specimen. It is important for the user to appreciate fully these differenc,es as 
they have a significant bearing on the rati0nale behind the specimen 
prepara,tion techniques. 'The methods and techniques which are given in 
these two chapters will provide the optimal specimen preparation condi
tions for scanning microscopy or x-ray microanalysis. It must be realized 
that anything less than the optimal conditions will result in a d:i:miriished 
information transfer from the specimen. It will also become apparent that it 
wil l be frequent1y necessary lo make some sort of co1uprornise between the 
tw:o approaches., which must result in less information from the specimen. 

The practical, do-it-yourself aspects of specimen preparation will be 
emphasized, and while it is appreciated that a certain understanding of Lhe 
theoretical aspects migh t be useful, such considerations will be kept io a 
rninimuJu and readers will be directed to key review papers on the subj ect. 
lt is qot our intention to provide the biologists with a series of recipes. 
'fhese already abound in the literature and very few of then, can result in 
<)p1i1na) ~pecitnen preparation for anything other than the specimens for 
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